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Work Package Leader “Integration”

About the Project

Advantages

Detailed Objectives

CLOSUREMATIC is an advanced digital planning and management tool for continuous mine
closure. It is safe and easy to use and based on
an up to date body of knowledge.

The CLOSUREMATIC project aims to improve
mine closure through digitalization by creating a
versatile tool (software) that helps mining projects
plan, carry out, manage, monitor, communicate,
and document mine closure. We aim to eliminate
typical problems in mine closure management such
as:

 Create flexible templates that can be used to
assemble and generate CMP for all stages of
a mining project (from an early Conceptual
Plan to the Final Closure Plan, including Care
and Maintenance Plans)

For successful closure, internal stake-holders from
several branches of the mining operation need to
be engaged in the process and kept aware of the
aims and progress of closure. Because continuous
closure typically entails continuous reduction of
unknowns, risks, and (financial) liabilities, there is
constant accumulation of data and plans and the
whole process needs to be well documented. Such
a complex undertaking needs tools that help in
managing the process. Conventional Closure
Management Plans (CMPs) written on paper
should be replaced by a digital system with
enhanced capabilities for continuous closure
management.

 loss of continuity upon changes in management
and ownership,
 difficulties in cost estimation and tracking,
 loss of closure-related data,
 poor coordination of closure actions
 Identifying operations that compromise the
goals of closure
 inadequate consultation
 etc.
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We aim to add value to our clients by raising the
procedure of closure planning way above the
current industry standards with simpler and faster
procedures and having continuity in the long term
closure data management

 Generate context sensitive (i.e. linked)
technical
and
procedural
supporting
information, including social and economic
issues, for the templates that the user can
utilize when drafting each CMP.
 Offer support for creating official mine closure
documents for different jurisdictions.
 Provide tools for stakeholder consultation on
mine closure.
 Provide tools for tracking the closure process
(e.g. financial liabilities).
 Study the integration of such a system to
existing processes at mines to promote
widespread adoption of the system in the
industry.

